
Website Update 
by Rich King, STMA Special Projects Director 

"Thy surf the STMA website (www. sportsturfmanag-
1 / 1 / er.com) regularly? We fertilize and seed the web-
Y T site often to ensure a healthy stand. Look for the 

"new!" symbol on the website to find these new! features. 
PowerLinks, STMA's non-stop, "virtual trade show" is now 
open!! PowerLinks categorizes vital sports turf products and 
services and provides effective, easy-to-use links to STMA 
Commercial members' websites. Now, a large part of your 
shopping can be done online at your leisure and you can still 
contact vendors with questions or when you are ready to make 
purchases. That's the power of the internet - open all the time 
and personal attention just a phone call away. 

STMA stands ready to assist members in many ways. 
If you should have any questions about PowerLinks, please 
contact Rich King or Steve Trusty at 800-323-3875 or by e-
mail at STMAHQ@st.omhcoxmail.com. 
STMA Store 
Did you know that hats, shirts and books are available on the 
website at big discounts? Think of the long hours you and 
your crew have put in this Spring. Shirts and hats are a great 
way to say "thanks." For timely, knowledgeable advice -
check out the books on the website. We recently added 

Managing Bermudagrass Turf: Selection, Construction, 
Cultural Practices and Pest Management Strategies, by L. Bert 
McCarty and Grady Miller. Access the STMA Member's 
Store through the STMA Home Page - STMA Top Five. 
Speakers Bureau 
Finding the right speaker for a chapter event is not a snap. 
With the online Speakers Bureau List (see the STMA 
Home Page - STMA Top Five), it just got a lot easier. 
Speakers, topics, contact information and logistics about 
arranging their engagement can be found out in a click. As 
always, education is an important brick in the STMA foun-
dation. With the Speakers Bureau, you can find the perfect 
speaker or quickly add your name and speaking require-
ments with the online Speaker Agreement form. 
Join Online 
Stamps and addressed envelopes are not required. STMA 
now has made membership renewal and initiation avail-
able online. Chapter dues also can be paid online. 
Activate your career sooner and gain Member's Only web-
site access within 24 hours!! Don't forget to refer some-
body today and cash in on TEN STMA BUCKS!! 

Pro's Ounce sports field products 

Soilmaster® soil conditioners build strong turf to stand up to tough play. 
Soilmaster soil conditioners are ideal for incorporating into aerification holes, to relieve compaction in the high traf-
fic areas on soccer, football and baseball fields. Made from a unique montmorillonite clay, and fired for maximum 
hardness and stability, each granule quickly wicks water away from the playing surface and promotes drainage. 
The result - deep rooted, divot resistant turf that recovers more quickly from heavy play. 

Call for information and samples of our full line of sports field products, including 
Rapid Dry® drying agent, Pro Mound® packing clay and baseball accessories. 

(800)648-1166 
www.proschoicel .com 
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